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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to introduce and explore a new concept for
C*-algebras: the notion of a norming C*-subalgebra. The precise definition
is given in the next section, but in general terms we have an inclusion
AB and we attempt to describe the norms of matrices over B by pre-
and post-multiplying by rows and columns over A respectively, and
calculating the norms of the resulting elements of B. In the scalar case it
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is well known that for each matrix X we may find unit column vectors !,
’ such that &X&=!TX’, and it is this type of relationship that we are seek-
ing for general C*-algebras. We were led to this investigation by our prior
work on von Neumann algebras and their cohomology, and the particular
example that Cartan subalgebras of type II1 factors are norming (Proposi-
tion 4.1 of [33]). After developing the theory we will present some new
results on cohomology, as well as on the bounded projection problem (see
[5, 6, 22, 23]). The applications we have in mind are to type II1 factors,
and earlier results will reflect a bias in this direction. The two areas
mentioned above are fully understood for factors of other types, but our
new methods here would recover all of the known results in these cases, by
reducing the study of bounded maps to consideration of completely bounded
ones. It is our belief that the existence of norming subalgebras, being an
isomorphism invariant, may prove useful in other contexts. We plan to
follow this line of investigation in the future.
We now turn to a brief description of the contents of the paper. The
second section lays down some basic results and some useful lemmas to
simplify later arguments. In particular we characterize when a factor M
norms B(H) in Theorem 2.9. This always happens when M is type I , II
or III, but is equivalent to the coupling constant of M being at most 1 for
the type II1 case. Theorem 2.10 explains the role of norming subalgebras in
proving automatic complete boundedness of maps on C*-algebras.
The next section examines some inclusions AB of C*-algebras to
determine whether A norms B. This is true for finite index inclusions of
factors (Corollary 3.3), and we also show that M norms M N for any
type II1 factors M and N (Proposition 3.4), a useful result for subsequent
developments. The fourth section is concerned with the construction of
good norming subalgebras (by which we usually mean abelian or hyper-
finite subalgebras). If a separable C*-algebra contains a UHF subalgebra
then norming abelian subalgebras may always be constructed (Remark 4.4).
In type II1 factors, abelian subalgebras may be found to norm any specified
countable set of matrices (Theorem 4.3).
The von Neumann algebras of the free groups are among the most inter-
esting type II1 factors. In the fifth section we consider the masas generated
by any one of the free group generators. In contrast to the case of a Cartan
subalgebra, we show that these masas do not norm the factors, even up to
a constant multiple *>0. In this connection we should mention that free
group factors do not contain Cartan subalgebras [40].
As mentioned above, the sixth section is concerned with applications to
certain classes of von Neumann algebras. To cite one example, we show
that crossed products of the hyperfinite type II1 factor by countable discrete
groups of outer automorphisms have vanishing cohomology groups of all
orders. For n=2 this is due to Ge and Popa [11]. Of course, H1(M, M)=0
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for all von Neumann algebras since this is just a restatement of the Kadison
Sakai theorem on derivations [17, 30].
The bounded projection problem asks whether the existence of a projec-
tion ,: B(H)  M implies injectivity of M for von Neumann algebras.
Under the additional hypothesis that , is completely bounded, this is so
[5, 24]. Our norming methods allow us to reduce to this case for certain
classes of factors, thus obtaining an affirmative solution to the problem in
some new situations.
To avoid technicalities, we assume that all C*-algebras are unital, and
all inclusions share the same identity. We note that, in the sixth section, all
Hilbert spaces are required to be separable. We thank the referee for some
useful suggestions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let A and B be unital C*-subalgebras of B(H). We will usually be
concerned with the case when A is a subalgebra of B, but this restriction
is unnecessary for the following definitions. We denote by Rown(A) and
Coln(A) respectively the spaces M1, n(A) and Mn, 1(A) of row and column
matrices over A, normed as obvious subspaces of Mn(A).
Definition 2.1. We say that A norms B if, for each n1 and for each
X # Mn(B),
&X&=sup [&RXC&: R # Rown(A), C # Coln(A), &R&, &C&1]. (2.1)
We say that A row norms B (respectively column norms B) if (2.1) holds
with &RXC& replaced by &RX& (respectively &XC&).
Remark 2.2. For particular pairs of C*-algebras (2.1) may fail, but it
may be possible to find * # (0, 1) so that the weaker statement
* &X&sup [&RXC&: R # Rown(A), C # Coln(A), &R&, &C&1] (2.2)
holds for all X # Mn(B). In this case we say that A is *-norming for B.
Norming is, of course, the same as 1-norming.
Lemma 2.3. (i) Any C*-algebra A norms itself.
(ii) If A and B are C*-subalgebras of B(H) and A" norms B, then
A norms B. In particular, A norms A".
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Proof. (i) First suppose that A is faithfully irreducibly represented on
a Hilbert space H, and consider X # Mn(A), &X&=1. Fix =>0, and choose
unit vectors (!1 , ..., !n)T, (’1 , ..., ’n)T # Hn such that
!1 ’1
}X \ b + , \ b +}>1&=. (2.3)!n ’n
Pick a unit vector | # H. By Kadison’s transitivity theorem, [16], there
exist unitaries U, V # Mn(A) such that
!1 ’1
U \
|
0
b
0+=\ b + , V \
|
0
b
0+=\ b + . (2.4)!n ’n
Let C be the first column of U and let R be the first row of V*. Clearly
&R&, &C&=1, and
!1 ’1
&RXC&|(RXC|, |) |= }X \ b + , \ b +}>1&=, (2.5)!n ’n
from (2.3). Since =>0 was arbitrary, A norms itself in this case.
For the general case, fix =>0 and X # Mn(A), &X&=1. Now choose an
irreducible representation ?: A  B(H) such that &?n(X)&>1&=, where ?n
is the n-fold amplification of ?. By the first case we may find R # Rown(?(A)),
C # Coln(?(A)), &R&, &C&<1, such that
&R?n(X) C&>1&=. (2.6)
Elementary properties of C*-algebras allow us to find R # Rown(A), C #
Coln(A), &R &, &C &<1, such that ?n(R )=R, ?n(C )=C. The inequality
&R XC &>1&= is immediate from (2.6) and so A norms itself.
(ii) Suppose that A" norms B. Given X # Mn(B), &X&=1, and given
=>0, we may find R # Rown(A"), C # Coln(A"), &R&, &C&1, and unit
vectors !, ’ # H, such that
|(RXC!, ’) |>1&=. (2.7)
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By the Kaplansky density theorem [20], applied to Mn(A"), we may find
sequences [Rk]k=1 , [Ck]

k=1 from the unit balls of Rown(A), Coln(A)
respectively, such that
lim
k  
&Ck!&C!&= lim
k  
&Rk*’&R’&=0. (2.8)
Then (2.7) and (2.8) combine to give
&RkXCk&|(RkXCk !, ’) |>1&=, (2.9)
for k is sufficiently large, showing the A norms B. For the particular case,
just take B to be A". K
The following lemma will be useful for simplifying subsequent calculations.
Lemma 2.4. Let AB be C*-algebras. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) A norms B;
(ii) A row norms B;
(iii) A column norms B;
(iv) For each n1 and for each X # Coln(B),
&X&=sup [&RX&: R # Rown (A), &R&1]; (2.10)
(v) For each n1 and for each X # Rown(B),
&X&=sup [&XC&: C # Coln(A), &C&1]. (2.11)
Proof. Some implications are trivial: (ii)  (iii) and (iv)  (v) follow
by taking adjoints, (ii) O (iv) is immediate from the definition of row
norming, and (i) O (iii) follows from the inequality &RXC&&RX& &C&. It
suffices to prove that (ii) O (i) and (iv) O (ii).
Suppose that (ii) holds and let =>0, X # Mn(B), &X&=1. Then there
exists R # Rown(A), &R&1, such that &RX&>1&=. Since (iii) also holds,
there exists C # Coln(A), &C&1, such that &(RX) C&>1&=. This proves
(ii) O (i).
Now suppose that (iv) holds and let =>0, X # Mn(B), &X&=1. By
Lemma 2.3 (i) and (i) O (iii), B column norms itself, so there exists
C # Coln(B), &C&1, such that &XC&>1&=. Then XC # Coln(B), so by
(iv) we can find R # Rown(A), &R&1, such that &RXC&>1&=. It follows
that &RX&>1&=, and so (iv) O (ii). K
We close this section by discussing two particular cases. The following
example shows that very small subalgebras can sometimes be norming.
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Example 2.5. If B is an abelian C*-algebra, then C norms B. We may
identify B with C(0) for some compact Hausdorff space 0 and then
identify Mn(C(0)) with C(0, Mn). If X=( f ij) # Mn(C(0)) has norm one
then there exists | # 0 such that ( fij (|)) # Mn(C) has norm one. There
exists R # Rown(C), &R&=1, such that &R( fij (|))&=1, so C is row norming
for C(0), and hence norms C(0) by Lemma 2.4.
We now turn to the question of when AB(H) norms B(H). The
following condition appears in [37]. We say that A is locally cyclic (see
[1]) if, given =>0 and !1 , ..., !n # H, there exists ! # H and a1 , ..., an # A
such that, for 1in,
&ai!&!i &<= (2.12)
This condition is clearly close to having a cyclic vector, and the two
concepts coincide for separably acting C*-algebras. This is Lemma 2.7 of
[12] for von Neumann algebras, and a simple application of the Kaplansky
density theorem [20] extends this result to the general case. This need no
longer be true for C*-algebras on non-separable Hilbert spaces. Let 0 be
an uncountable set. Then l(0), acting on l2(0), is locally cyclic but has
no cyclic vector since any vector in this Hilbert space can only have a
countable number of non-zero co-ordinates.
In Theorem 2.1 of [37], it was shown that bounded maps which are
modular with respect to a locally cyclic C*-algebra are automatically
completely bounded. The key observation in proving this is stated in the
following lemma, based on previous work of Christensen [2]. Since we will
refer to this result several times subsequently, we repeat the argument for
the convenience of the reader, rather than just cite [37].
Lemma 2.6. Let AB(H) be a locally cyclic C*-algebra. Then, for
each n1,
[C!: C # Coln(A), ! # H, &C&1, &!&1] (2.13)
is norm dense in the unit ball of Coln(H).
Proof. Fix n1, fix =>0, and let (!1 , ..., !n)T # Coln(H) be an arbitrary
vector of unit norm. Now fix $>0, to be chosen later. By the locally cyclic
hypothesis, there is a vector & # H and a column C1 # Coln(A) such that
&(!1 , ..., !n)T&(a1&, ..., an&)T&$, (2.14)
where the ai ’s are the entries of C1 . We temporarily assume that the
positive operator a=ni=1 ai*ai is invertible, and we then define ’=
a12& # H. We introduce a new column C=(b1 , ..., bn)T, where bi=aia&12,
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1in, and it is then clear from the construction that C’=C1&. Since
ni=1 bi*bi=1, we have &C&=1. From (2.14),
&’&2=(a12&, a12&)=(a&, &)
= :
n
i=1
(ai &, a i&)
=&(a1&, ..., an&)T&2
(1+$)2 (2.15)
so &’&1+$. Let !=’(1+$). Then &!&1, and
&(!1 , ..., !n)T&C!&&(!1 , ..., !n)T&C1&&+&C1&&C!&
$+&C(’&!)&
2$, (2.16)
and this last inequality may be made less than = by an appropriately small
choice of $.
If a is not invertible then we approximate (!1 , ..., !n , 0)T by (a1 &, ..., an&,
$&)T in Coln+1(H). Since ni=1 a i*ai+$
21 is now invertible the previous
argument applies, and we come down to approximation in Coln(H) by
dropping the last entries. Thus, in general, vectors of the form (2.13) are
dense in the unit ball of Coln(H).
Theorem 2.7. Let AB(H) be a C*-algebra. Then A norms B(H) if
and only if A is locally cyclic. If H is separable, then these conditions are
also equivalent to the existence of a cyclic vector for A.
Proof. Suppose that A is locally cyclic. Fix =>0 and X # Mn(B(H)),
&X&=1. By Lemma 2.6 (iii), there exist unit vectors !, ’ # H and columns
C1 , C2 # Coln(A) of unit norm such that
|(XC1!, C2’) |>1&=. (2.17)
Putting C=C1 , R=C 2*, it follows from (2.17) that &RXC&>1&= and A
norms B(H).
Conversely, suppose that A norms B(H) (and thus is row norming, by
Lemma 2.4). Fix vectors !1 , ..., !n # H, assume without loss of generality
that ni=1 &!i&
2=1, and fix =>0. Let P # Mn(B(H)) be the rank one
projection onto (!1 , ..., !n)T. By assumption, there exists R # Rown(A),
&R&<1, such that &RP&>1&=. Add rows of 0’s to R to create R in the
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open unit ball of Mn(A). Then there exist unitaries Ui # Mn(A), 1ik,
and non-negative scalars *i , ki=1 *i=1, such that
R = :
k
i=1
* iUi . (2.18)
Let Ri denote the first row of Ui . Then, for at least one i, &RiP&>1&=,
since otherwise (2.18) would imply that &RP&1&=. Replacing R by this
particular Ri allows us to assume that &R&=1, that &RP&>1&=, and that
R is the first row of a unitary U # Mn(A). Define a unit vector (’1 , ..., ’n)T
by
’1 !1
\ b +=U \ b + . (2.19)’n !n
Now RP attains its norm at (!1 , ..., !n)T, so
!1
&’1&="R \ b +"=&RP&>1&=. (2.20)!n
It follows from (2.20) that "\
0
’2
b
’n+"<(1&(1&=)2)12<2=12. Then
!1 ’1
\ b +=U* \ b +=U* \
’1
0
b
0 ++U* \
0
’2
b
’n+ . (2.21)!n ’n
Let (a1 , ..., an)T be the first column of U*, and let ! be ’1 . It follows from
(2.21) that
!1 a1 !
"\ b +&\ b +"<2=12 (2.22)!n an !
and so &!i&ai!&<2=12 for 1in. Thus A is locally cyclic. The last
statement of the theorem follows from Lemma 2.7 of [12]. K
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Example 2.8. For dim H2, no B(H) is normed by C, since C is
clearly not locally cyclic. More generally, no non-abelian C*-algebra A is
normed by C. By Lemma 2.7 of [36], there are approximate completely
positive unital factorizations of M2 through A. Composition with the trans-
pose map on M2 gives an example of a map ,: M2  A for which &,&cb>&,&.
If C were to norm A, then this would contradict Theorem 2.10 below.
Coupled with Example 2.5, this shows that the C*-algebras normed by C
are precisely the abelian ones. K
Theorem 2.9. Let MB(H) be a von Neumann algebra.
(i) If M is type I , II or III, then M is norming for B(H).
(ii) If M is a type II1 factor, then M is norming for B(H) exactly
when its coupling constant is at most one, which is equivalent to M having
a cyclic vector.
(iii) If M is type In then M is norming for B(H) precisely when
dim Hn2.
Proof. (i) In every von Neumann algebra of type I , II , or III, we
may find, for each n1, operators t1 , ..., tn such that
ti* t j=$ij 1, :
n
i=1
t i t i*=1. (2.23)
Given vectors !1 , ..., !n # H, write !=ni=1 t i!i and observe that t i*!=!i .
Thus M is locally cyclic, and hence norming by Theorem 2.7.
(ii) Suppose that M is type II1 with a type II1 commutant M$, and
let { and {$ be the normalized traces on M and M$ respectively. Since {$
is normal, there exist non-zero vectors !1 , !2 , ... # H, i=1 &! i&
2=1, such
that
{$(m$)= :

i=1
(m$!i , !i) , m$ # M$. (2.24)
Given =>0, choose n so that i=n+1 &!i&2<=.
If M is norming for B(H) then M is locally cyclic by Theorem 2.7. Thus,
for each $>0, there exists !$ # H, and vectors ’i, $ # M!$ , 1in, such
that
&’i, $&!i&<$, 1in. (2.25)
Let p$ # M and p$$ # M$ be respectively the projections onto the norm
closures of M$!$ and M!$ . Then p$$’i, $=’ i, $ , so from (2.25),
&p$$!i&!i&<2$, 1in. (2.26)
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Since
{$( p$$) :
n
i=1
( p$$ !i , !i)
= :
n
i=1
&p$$! i &2 (2.27)
and n is fixed, a sufficiently small choice of $ in (2.26) and (2.27) ensures
that {$( p$$)>1&=. The coupling constant for M is {( p$){$( p$$) and this is
bounded above by (1&=)&1 for every =>0, and thus by 1. By Proposition
III.6.3 of [9], this is equivalent to M having a cyclic vector.
Conversely suppose that the coupling constant of M is at most 1. Since
M is a factor, any set of non-zero orthogonal projections is at most countable,
as may be seen by applying the trace to their sum. By Proposition III.6.3 of
[9], M has a cyclic vector, and thus is locally cyclic since this is a formally
weaker property. By Theorem 2.7, M norms B(H). If M$ is type II then we
may choose a finite projection p$ in M$ so that Mp$ on p$H with commutant
p$M$p$ has coupling constant greater than 1. From above, Mp$ will not norm
B( p$H) so M will certainly not norm B(H).
(iii) If M is Mn on a Hilbert space of dimension nk, then M is identified
with Mn Ik and M$ with In Mk . The coupling constant is kn which is
at most 1 exactly when kn. The argument of (ii) then applies. K
Our main use for norming subalgebras is in proving automatic complete
boundedness of linear and multilinear maps on C*-algebras. The next
theorem is typical; we will consider variations on this theme subsequently.
Theorem 2.10. Let B and C be C*-algebras with a common C*-sub-
algebra A, and let ,: C  B be a bounded A-modular map. If A norms B,
then , is completely bounded and &,&cb=&,&.
Proof. If this were not true, then there would exist an integer n and an
element X # Mn(C), &X&=1, such that &,n(X)&>&,&. Since A norms B,
we can find R # Rown(A), C # Coln(A), &R&, &C&1, such that
&R,n(X) C&>&,&. (2.28)
Modularity implies that
&,(RXC)&>&,&, (2.29)
while &RXC&1, which is impossible. K
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3. SOME NORMING SUBALGEBRAS
In this section we present some pairs of C*-algebras AB where A
norms B. Some have been chosen for their intrinsic interest and others for
subsequent application. The first result is clearly related to Tomiyama’s
work on conditional expectations [39], but we have been unable to find it
in its present form. Christian Le Merdy has kindly pointed out to us that
the conclusion can be strengthened, in that M is atomic in addition to
being type I. This will not be needed subsequently, so we omit the details.
Theorem 3.1. Let MB(H) be a von Neumann algebra and let
,: B(H)  M be a bounded normal projection. Then M is type I.
Proof. The Murrayvon Neumann type classification allows us to find
central projections zi # M, 1i4, so that
M=Mz1 Mz2 Mz3 Mz4 ,
and the summands are respectively of types I, II1 , II and III. We may
assume that z1 {1, otherwise we are done. Let G be the group of order 8
whose elements are the unitaries [z1\z2\z3\z4], and define : B(H)  M
by
(x)= 164 :
u, v # G
u*,(uxv) v*, x # B(H). (3.1)
Then  is a normal projection onto M which is modular with respect to
the C*-algebra generated by the zi ’s. Thus  maps (1&z1) B(H)(1&z1)
onto (1&z1) M(1&z1). This allows us to assume that M has no type I
part, a situation that we will show to be impossible.
Fix =>0. By the normality of ,, there is a finite rank k # B(H) such that
&k&=1, &,(k)&>&,&&=. (3.2)
Let m=,(k) and let m=u |m| be the polar decomposition in M where u
is a partial isometry and |m|=(m*m)12. Let p be the non-zero spectral
projection of |m| corresponding to the interval [&m&&=, &m&]. By assumption
M has not type I part, so there exists an infinite sequence of orthogonal
non-zero projections in M such that p=n=1 pn . We note that this
sequence must converge strongly to 0.
Now consider the operators
tn=k+upn # B(H), n1. (3.3)
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Then
tn* tn=k*k+ pnu*upn+k*upn+ pnu*k. (3.4)
The last two terms in (3.4) tend to 0 in norm as n   since k is finite
rank, while [ p=n k*kp
=
n ] is norm convergent to k*k for the same reason.
Returning to (3.4), we see that
lim
n  
&tn* tn&( p=n k*kp
=
n + pnu*upn)&=0, (3.5)
and so lim supn1 &tn &1. Thus there exists N such that &tn&<1+= for
nN. Now
u*,(tn)=u*,(k)+u*upn
=u*m+u*upn
=|m|+ pn (3.6)
since , is the projection onto M, pnp and u*u is the range projection
of |m|. It follows from (3.6) that
(1+=) &,&&,(tn)&
&u*,(tn)&
=& |m|+ pn&
&(&m&&=) p+ pn&
=&m&&=+1
&,&&2=+1 (3.7)
for nN, where the later inequalities depend on elementary spectral theory.
A contradiction is easily derived from (3.7) by letting =  0. We conclude
that M is type I. K
Theorem 3.2. Let AB be an inclusion of C*-algebras, where A has
no finite dimensional representations while B is finitely generated as a left
A-module. Then A norms B.
Proof. We first consider the special case where B is represented irreducibly
on a Hilbert space H.
By hypothesis, there exist b1 , ..., bk # B such that
B= :
k
i=1
Abi . (3.8)
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Define ’: Rowk(A)  B by
’((a1 , ..., ak))= :
k
i=1
a ibi , ai # A. (3.9)
Then ’ is bounded, and is also surjective by (3.8). The open mapping
theorem shows the existence of a constant K such that any b # B has a
representation
b= :
k
i=1
aibi , ai # A (3.10)
and &ai &K &b& for all i. The ultraweak closure of B is B(H) so a simple
limiting argument based on the Kaplansky density theorem, [20], allows
us to conclude from (3.10) that each t # B(H) may be written
t= :
k
i=1
aibi , a i # A" (3.11)
with &ai &K &t&. Define +: Mk(A")  Colk(B(H)) by
+(X)=Xb, X # Mk(A"), (3.12)
where b=(b1 , ..., bk)T. This map is bounded and normal, while (3.11)
shows that it is also surjective. The kernel is an ultraweakly closed left
ideal, so has the form Mk(A") p for some projection p # Mk(A"). Clearly
p{1.
Let : be the restriction of + to p=Mk(A") p=. Then : is a normal bounded
isomorphism onto p= Colk(B(H)) since p=b=b, and the inverse :&1 is also
normal by elementary duality. Define ;: p=Mk(B(H)) p=  p= Colk(B(H))
by
;(X)=Xb, X # p=Mk(B(H)) p=, (3.13)
and let ,=:&1;: p=Mk(B(H)) p=  p=Mk(A") p=. Then , is a bounded
normal projection of p=Mk(B(H)) p= onto p=Mk(A") p=, so p=Mk(A") p=
is type I by Theorem 3.1.
We now show that Mk(A") is type I. If not, there is a non-zero central
projection z # Mk(A") such that Mk(A") z has no type I part. Then
zp= Mk(A") p=z has no type I part since any nonzero abelian projection
in this algebra would also be abelian in Mk(A") z. But zp= Mk(A") p=z is
a compression of the type I algebra p= Mk(A") p= by the projection p=z,
so we conclude that p=z=0.
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On the other hand,
Mk(A") zp= b=zMk(A") b=z Colk(B(H)), (3.14)
so z must be 0, a contradiction. Thus Mk(A"), and hence A", is type I.
By hypothesis, A" has no finite dimensional representations, and so A"
is type I . Thus A" norms B(H), by Theorem 2.9(i), so A norms B, by
Lemma 2.3(ii).
We now turn to the general case. Given =>0 and X # Mn(B), &X&=1,
we may choose an irreducible representation ? of B such that &?n(X)&>
1&=. The special case applies to the inclusion ?(A)(B). There exists
R1 # Rown(?(A)) with &R1&<1 so that &R1?n(X)&>1&=. Since ? is a
complete quotient map, we may choose R # Rown(A), &R&<1, satisfying
?n(R)=R1 , and it is then clear that &RX&>1&=. It follows that A row
norms B, and hence norms B by Lemma 2.4. K
We now record some situations where this theorem may be applied. The
first requires a result from [21] (see also [28]) to show that the ‘‘finitely
generated left module’’ hypothesis is satisfied.
Corollary 3.3. (i) Let MN be a finite index inclusion of type II1
factors. Then M norms N.
(ii) Let G be a finite group acting on an infinite dimensional simple
C*-algebra A. Then A norms A_: G.
(iii) If A has no finite dimensional representations, then A norms
Mn(A) for all n1.
The last part of the corollary admits considerable generalization.
Proposition 3.4. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras and suppose
that M has no finite dimensional representations. Then M norms M N.
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that such an M norms M B(K) for
any Hilbert space K. To this end, fix =>0 and consider X # Mn(M B(K)),
&X&=1. Choose an increasing net [ p*]* # 4 of finite rank projections in
B(K) strongly convergent to I. There exists *0 such that
&(In 1p*) X(In 1p*)&>1&=, **0 . (3.15)
These elements lie in Mn(MB( p*K)), so we may choose R # Rown(MI )
such that
&R(In 1p*0) X(In 1p*0)&>1&=, (3.16)
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from (3.15) and Corollary 3.3(iii). Since 1p*0 commutes with MI, it is
clear, from (3.16), that &RX&>1&=. By Lemma 2.4, M norms M B(K).
K
Remark 3.5. In certain circumstances norming can still occur for an
infinite index inclusion of factors. Fix an infinite sequence ( pn) of non-zero
orthogonal projections summing to 1 in the hyperfinite type II1 factor R,
and for each n1 choose an isomorphism %n : R  pn Rpn . Let R1 be the
subfactor [n=1 %n(x): x # R] of R, which has infinite index. Letting qn=
nk=1 pk , Corollary 3.3(i) shows that qnR1qn norms qnRqn , and a simple
limiting argument shows that R1 norms R.
4. CONSTRUCTION OF NORMING SUBALGEBRAS
In this section we discuss the problem of finding suitable norming sub-
algebras of a given C*-algebra.
Given a C*-algebra AB(H) and a column (!1 , ..., !n)T, !i # H, we say
that this vector is normed by A if
!1 !1
"\ b +"=sup {"R \ b +" : R # Rown(A), &R&1= . (4.1)!n !n
The following lemma characterizes when such a column is normed by A.
Lemma 4.1. Let AB(H) be a C*-algebra. A column (!1 , ..., !n)T,
!i # H, is normed by A if and only if, for each =>0, there exists a cyclic
subspace A! such that
dist(!i , A!)<=, 1in. (4.2)
Proof. Suppose that A norms (!1 , ..., !n)T. Without loss of generality
assume that ni=1 &! i&
2=1. Given =>0, fix $>0 to be chosen later. We
may find R # Rown(A), &R&1 such that
!1
"R \ b +">1&$. (4.3)!n
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As in the proof of Theorem 2.7, we may make the further assumption that
R is the first row of a unitary matrix U # Mn(A), and consequently
RR*=I. Let \
’1
b
’n+ denote U \
!1
b
!n+ . Then &’1&>1&$, so "\
0
’2
b
’n+"<2$12
(see the estimate following (2.20)). Writing !=’1 ,
!1 ’1
\ b +=U* \ b +=U* \
’1
0
b
0 ++U* \
0
’2
b
’n+=R*!+U* \
0
’2
b
’n+ . (4.4)!n ’n
From (4.4) we see that
!1
"\ b +&R*!"<2$12, (4.5)!n
and a sufficiently small choice of $ implies that (4.2) holds.
Conversely suppose that (4.2) is true for every =>0 and again suppose
that ni=1 &!i&
2=1. Fix =>0, and pick $>0, to be specified later. Then we
may choose a vector ’ # H and C1 # Coln(A) such that
!1
"\ b +&C1 ’"$2. (4.6)!n
Let KH be the norm closure of A’, and let ? be the representation of
A on this cyclic subspace. Then ’ is a cyclic vector for ?(A) on K, so by
Lemma 2.6 we may choose C2 # Coln(?(A)), &C2&<1, and ! # K, &!&1,
such that &C1 ’&C2 !&<$. Finally choose C # Coln(A), &C&<1, such that
?n(C)=C2 . Then, from (4.6)
!1
"\ b +&C!"<2$. (4.7)!n
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Now take $ to be =2, and let R=C* # Rown(A). Then &R&1, and
&RC!&|(C*C!, !) |
=&C!&2
(1&=)2 (4.8)
from (4.7). It follows that
!1
"R \ b +"&RC!&&=!n
(1&=)2&=. (4.9)
Then A norms \
!1
b
!n+ by letting =  0 in (4.9). K
The main theorem of this section will involve an induction argument. We
split off the inductive step as a separate lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a type II1 factor and let A1 be a matrix sub-
algebra with diagonal D1 . Fix =>0, and fix X # Mn, k(M), &X&=1.
(i) There exists a matrix subalgebra A2 A$1 & M with diagonal D2
and R1 # Rown(C*(D1 , D2)), &R1&1, such that &R1X&>1&=.
(ii) There exists a matrix subalgebra A3 A$1 & M with diagonal D3
and R2 , R3 # Rown(C*(D1 , D3)), &R2&, &R3&1, such that &R2XR3*&>1&=.
Proof. (i) Let N be a type II1 factor such that M=Mp N where
A1=Mp . Type II1 factors are simple so we may assume that N is faithfully
irreducibly represented on a Hilbert space H, and then M is represented
irreducibly on C pH. Let [e1 , ..., ep] be the standard basis for C p, and
note that  pi=1 ei is a cyclic vector for D1 acting on C
p. Fix $>0, to be
chosen later.
There is a unit vector \
!1
b
!k+ , ! i # C pH, such that
!1
"X \ b +">1&$. (4.10)!k
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Let \
’1
b
’n+=X \
!1
b
!k+ , and express each ’j as  pi=1 ei hij , hij # H. Then
define a finite dimensional subspace KH by
K=span[hij : 1ip, 1 jn], (4.11)
and denote its dimension by r. Now choose an r_r matrix subalgebra A2
of N with diagonal D 2 and let q be a minimal projection in D 2 . Select a
vector h # H such that qh{0, and define K H to be A2qh. Then K is a
cyclic subspace for A2 , so must have dimension at least r since A2 is
represented faithfully on it. However the dimension of A2 q is r, so K has
dimension exactly r. By Kadison’s transitivity theorem, [16], there is a
unitary v # N which maps K onto K , since this can be achieved by a
unitary in B(H). Let A2 be v*A2 vN with diagonal D2=v*D 2v. There is
a cyclic vector k for D 2 acting on K , so k=v*k is a cyclic vector for D2
acting on K. Thus C pK is a cyclic subspace for D1 D2 with cyclic
vector ( pi=1 ei)k.
By construction the vectors ’j lie in C pK, so by Lemma 4.1 there
exists R # Rown(D1 D2), &R&1, such that
!1 ’1 ’1
"RX \ b +"=" R \ b +">"\ b +"&$>1&2$. (4.12)!k ’n ’n
Take $==2 in (4.12) to conclude that &RX&>1&=. We obtain the
statement of the lemma by identifying D1 with D1 1 and D2 with 1D2 .
(ii) This follows by two applications of the first part. Let $==2. By (i)
we may choose A2 with diagonal D2 so that a row R2 # Rown(C*(D1 , D2))
satisfies
&R2&1, &R2X&>1&$. (4.13)
Then replace A1 by C*(A1 , A2), D1 by C*(D1 , D2) and X by X*R2* #
Mk, 1(M), and apply (i). There exists a matrix algebra A2 C*(A1 , A2)$ &
M with diagonal D 2 , and R3 # Rowk(C*(D1 , D2 , D 2)), &R3&1, such that
&R2XR3*&=&R3X*R2*&>&X*R2*&&$>1&2$=1&=. (4.14)
Now let A3 be C*(A2 , A2) with diagonal D3=C*(D2 , D 2) to obtain the
result. K
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Theorem 4.3. Let M be a type II1 factor and let [Xn]n=1 be a sequence
of rectangular matrices over M. Then there exists an abelian subalgebra D
of M such that, for each n1,
&Xn&=sup[&RXnC&: R # Row(D), C # Col(D), &R&, &C&1]. (4.15)
Proof. Let [Yn]n=1 be a sequence of rectangular matrices over M such
that the first is the 1_1 matrix 1, and each Xk occurs infinitely often in the
sequence. We will prove the existence of a sequence of matrix subalgebras
An An+1 with diagonals Dn Dn+1 such that, for each n1, there exist
a norm one row Rn over Dn and a norm one column Cn over Dn satisfying
&RnYnCn&>&Yn&&1n. Then D=n=1Dn will clearly satisfy the conclu-
sion of the theorem.
Since Y1=1, we can begin the induction by taking A1=C1, D1=C1.
Assume now that An&1 has been constructed and apply Lemma 4.2(ii) to
Dn&1 An&1 and the matrix Yn with ==1n. A trivial scaling may be
required if &Yn &{1. There exists a matrix algebra BA$n&1 & M with
diagonal D, and a row R and column C over C*(Dn&1 , D) such that &R&,
&C&1 and
&RYnC&=&Yn&&1n. (4.16)
Let An=C*(An&1 , B) and Dn=C*(Dn&1 , D) to complete the construc-
tion of the n th matrix algebra. K
Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.3 requires very little of a type II1 factor beyond
the existence of a good supply of matrix subalgebras. The techniques thus
apply in greater generality. We content ourselves with one such example:
a separable C*-algebra containing a UHF algebra also contains a norming
abelian subalgebra. The UHF subalgebra ensures enough matrix subalgebras
for the techniques to work, although care must be taken since B is no longer
necessarily simple. The norm of any given matrix is almost preserved by a
suitably chosen irreducible representation ?, and Kadison’s transitivity
theorem is then applied to this representation.
5. FREE GROUP FACTORS
For n2, let Fn denote the free group on n generators, and let W*(Fn)
denote the von Neumann algebra generated by Fn on the Hilbert space
l2(Fn). Each generator g of Fn corresponds to a masa W*(g)W*(Fn),
and it is natural to ask whether these masas norm W*(Fn). We show in this
section that they do not. We consider only F2 with generators a and b.
Since W*(F2) embeds into W*(Fn) this will clearly settle the question for
n3. We denote by { the normalized trace on W*(F2) and we adopt the
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usual convention of letting w denote simultaneously a word in F2 , a unitary
operator in W*(F2), and an element of the canonical orthonormal basis for
l2(F2). The meaning should be clear from the context. The following
technical lemma will be useful in making computations.
Lemma 5.1. Let !1 , ..., !n # l2(F2) satisfy &!i&1- n, 1in, and
ak! i = a p!j whenever k{ p or i{ j for 1i, jn, k, p # Z. Then
!1
"R \ b +"&R&- n , for all R # Rown(W*(a)). (5.1)!n
Proof. By the Kaplansky density theorem, [20], we need only establish
(5.1) for R=( f1 , ..., fn) and each fi has the form rs=&r :is a
s. Moreover it
suffices to consider such rows of norm one. For each i,
{( fi f i*)={ \ :
r
s, t=&r
: it:isas&t+
= :
r
s=&r
|:is |2. (5.2)
Sum (5.2) over i to obtain
:
n
i=1
:
r
s=&r
|:is | 2={(RR*)&RR*&=1. (5.3)
Now
!1
R \ b += :ni=1 fi!i=:i, s :is as!i . (5.4)!n
The orthogonality hypothesis shows that
!1 2
"R \ b +" =:i, s |:is | 2 &as!i &2!n

1
n
:
i, s
|:is |2

1
n
, (5.5)
using (5.3). The inequality (5.1) is now immediate. K
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Proposition 5.2. Let C # Coln(W*(F2)) be (bab- n, b2a2b2- n, ...,
bnanbn- n)T. Then, for each R # Rown(W*(a)),
&RC&- 12 &R&- n. (5.6)
Proof. As in Lemma 5.1, we may assume that R=( f1 , ..., fn) where
each fi has the form rs=&r :is a
s. We begin by estimating &RC!& for four
types of vectors ! # l2(F2).
Type A. !=p=& *p b
p, p=& |*p |
2<. It is clear, from the form
of !, that
ak(biaibi!)=a p(b ja jb j!) (5.7)
whenever k{ p or i{ j. We may apply Lemma 5.1 to R and the vector
(bab!, b2a2b2!, ..., bnanbn!)T- n &!& to obtain
&RC!&&R& &!& - n. (5.8)
Type B. ! is a combination of reduced words each beginning with a
non-zero power of a.
It is easy to check that (5.7) is valid for such vectors, so the previous
argument leads to
&RC!&&R& &!&- n. (5.9)
Type C. !=p, q{0 *p, q b paq,  |*p, q |2<. A straightforward calcula-
tion of the same type as A shows that
&RC!&&R& &!&- n, (5.10)
in this case.
Type D. !=p, q, r{0 *p, q, r b paqbrwp, q, r ,  |*p, q, r | 2<, where each
wp, q, r is a reduced word which is either e or begins with a non-zero power
of a. In this case
bia ibi!= :
p, q, r{0
*p, q, r bia ibib paqbrwp, q, r (5.11)
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which we split into three disjoint sums
’i = :
q{&i
q, r{0
*&i, q, r biai+qbrw&i, q, r , (5.12)
+i = :
r{0
*&i, &i, r bi+rw&i, &i, r , (5.13)
&i = :
p{&i
p, q, r{0
*p, q, rb ia ibi+ paqbrwp, q, r . (5.14)
These vectors have been chosen to reflect various cancellations in biaibi!.
Now
’1 - n +1 - n &1 - n
RC!=R \ b ++R \ b ++R \ b + (5.15)’1 - n +n - n &n - n
and we estimate each term separately. From (5.12)
’1 - n 2
"\ b +" =1n :ni=1 &’i&2=1n :ni=1 :q{ &iq, r{0 |*&i, q, r |2&!&2n. (5.16)’n - n
A similar calculation applies to the second term, so we obtain
’1 - n +1 - n
"R \ b +" , "R \ b +"&!& &R&- n. (5.17)’n - n +n - n
From (5.14), each term in the sum is in reduced form so it is clear that
ak&i=a p&j (5.18)
whenever k{ p or i{ j. Since &&i&&!&, Lemma 5.1 gives in this case
&1 - n
"R \ b +"&R& &!&- n. (5.19)&n - n
Now combine the estimates (5.17) and (5.19) to obtain
&RC!&3 &R& &!&- n (5.20)
from (5.15).
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If ! # l2(F2) is a general vector then it may be written as an orthogonal
sum
!=!1+!2+!3+!4 (5.21)
where the four vectors on the right hand side are respectively of types A,
B, C and D. The estimates of (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), and (5.20) give
&RC!&&RC!1&+&RC!2&+&RC!3&+&RC!4&
&R& (&!1&+&!2&+&!3&+3 &!4&)- n
- 12 &R&- n, (5.22)
since 4i=1 &! i&
2=1. The result follows from (5.22) by letting the vector !
vary over the unit ball of l2(F2). K
Since n was arbitrary, we note that (5.6) shows that W*(a) is not
*-norming for any *>0.
Theorem 5.3. Let w be a word in F2 . Then W*(w) is not *-norming for
any *>0.
Proof. When w is the generator a, this result follows immediately from
Proposition 5.2.
Cyclic equivalence vtw for words v, w # F2 means that there exists a
word u # F2 such that uvu&1=w. Then Adu is an automorphism of W*(F2)
which carries W*(v) to W*(w), and thus both subalgebras are *-norming
or both are not. By replacing a word w by a word in its cyclic equivalence
class of minimal length, we may assume that w is cyclically reduced.
Without loss of generality we may assume that it begins with a positive
power of a, since there are automorphisms which send each of a&1, b and
b&1 to a. If w=an, n0, then W*(w)W*(a), so W*(w) is not *-norming
for any *>0. Thus we may suppose that w begins anbm with n>0 and
m{0. Moreover w cannot end with a negative power of a otherwise w
could be cyclically reduced. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. The word w ends with a positive power of a. No cancellations
occur in powers of w so w and b generate a free group. By Proposition 5.2
W*(w) is not *-norming for W*(w, b), and hence not for W*(F2).
Case 2. The word w ends with a non-zero power of b. Let v=awa&1,
which begins with an+1 and ends with a&1. Moreover vk=awka&1 and no
cancellations are possible. Thus v and b generate a free group so W*(v),
and hence W*(w), is not *-norming for any *>0, as in Case 1. K
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Remark 5.4. The type II1 factor W*(Fn) contains both C r*(Fn) and a
UHF algebra. Remark 4.4 can be applied to the separable algebra generated
by these two C*algebras. In contrast to Theorem 5.3, we see that W*(Fn)
contains an abelian subalgebra which norms C r*(Fn).
6. APPLICATIONS
Our motivation for studying norming by subalgebras was the role that
it has already played in our previous work on the cohomology of von
Neumann algebras [3, 25, 31, 3335]. The results of the prior sections
allow us to present some new theorems on this topic. We refer the reader
to [4, 7, 8, 1315, 18, 19, 29] for earlier work, or to [31] for a recent survey.
The bounded projection problem for von Neumann algebras is as
follows. If MB(H) is injective then, by definition, there is a contractive
projection P: B(H)  M. Conversely, if there is a bounded projection onto
M (equivalently M is complemented in B(H)) then is M necessarily injective?
This question has been studied in [5, 6, 2224], and the answer has been
affirmative in all decidable cases. If M is type I, II or III then the existence
of a bounded projection implies injectivity [5, 24], while existence of a com-
pletely bounded projection leads to the same conclusion in all cases [5, 24].
We will solve the problem, using our results on norming subalgebras, for some
type II1 factors below.
The following theorem is essentially a summary of results from [3, 25,
33, 34]. We restrict the discussion to factors to avoid more technical
statements concerning the center. We are grateful to Dimos Drivaliaris for
pointing out an error in an earlier version of this result.
Theorem 6.1. Let MB(H) be a separably acting type II1 factor and
let ARM be injective subalgebras with R$ & M=C.
(1) If A norms M, then the cohomology group H 2(M, M) is 0.
(2) If A norms M, and there is an abelian subalgebra BM$ such
that C*(R, B) norms B(H), then the cohomology groups H2(M, M) and
H3(M, M) are 0.
(3) If, in addition to (1), the unitary normalizer of A generates M as
a von Neumann algebra, then the cohomology groups H n(M, M), n2, are
all 0.
Proof. In all cases it suffices to consider a normal R-multimodular
cocycle ,. For (2), follow the proof of Theorem 5.5 of [3], using the
hypothesis that A is norming. For (3), follow the proof of Theorem 5.1 of
[33]. The injective factor R is required to show, as a first step, that certain
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associated maps are row bounded. For (1), complete boundedness of , is
proved by following Theorem 4.4 of [3], and this is the important step in
showing that the second cohomology group vanishes (see [3]). K
We now present some particular situations to which this theorem applies.
Corollary 6.2. Let N be a separably acting type II1 factor with a
Cartan subalgebra A, and let P be an arbitrary separably acting type II1
factor. Then
Hn(P N, P N)=0, n=2, 3. (6.1)
Proof. We may suppose that both P and N are represented in standard
form on Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 respectively. By [27], there is an injective
factor R such that ARN and R$ & N=C. Then, from [10, 27],
W*(A, JAJ) is a masa in B(H2), and so
W*(R, JAJ)$W*(A, JAJ)$=W*(A, JAJ). (6.2)
This shows that W*(R, JAJ) has abelian commutant, and so is type I.
Since W*(R, JAJ) has no finite dimensional representations (otherwise so
would R) we see that it is type I . By Theorem 2.9(i), 1W*(R, JAJ)
norms P N, and so does 1C*(R, JAJ), by Lemma 2.3(ii). Since
P N(1JAJ)$, the technique of [33], Proposition 4.1 may be applied
to conclude that 1R norms P N. Now choose an injective subfactor
SP with trivial relative commutant, [26]. The result now follows by apply-
ing Theorem 6.1 to the inclusions 1RS RP N. K
The next corollary gives an alternative approach to a theorem from [4].
Corollary 6.3. Let N be a separably acting type II1 factor and let R
be the hyperfinite type II1 factor. Then
Hn(R N, R N)=0, n2. (6.3)
Proof. It was shown in Proposition 3.4 that R1 norms R N, and
it is clear that the generating set of unitaries of the form uv normalize
R1 inside R N. Moreover there is an injective factor SN with
trivial relative commutant. The result follows from Theorem 6.1(3), applied
to the inclusions R1R SR N. K
In their work on decompositions of von Neumann algebras, Ge and
Popa [11] studied crossed products of the hyperfinite type II1 factor R by
countable discrete groups acting by outer automorphisms. They point out
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that the second cohomology groups of such factors vanish, as a simple con-
sequence of their work and results from [25]. The techniques developed in
previous sections allow us to say considerably more. Before stating the
result we introduce some notation.
Let R be the hyperfinite type II1 factor, acting on a Hilbert space
H(=L2(R, {)), and let G be a countable discrete group acting by outer
automorphisms (except for the identity of course) :: G  Aut(R). We
denote by M=R_: G the resulting crossed product, which is represented
on Hl2(G). For t # G we let !t # l2(G) be the standard basis vector
which is 1 at t and 0 elsewhere, while for g, h # G eg, h will denote the matrix
unit defined by
eg, h!t=$h, t!g . (6.4)
The elements of M are then those bounded operators which can be
represented by a strongly convergent sum
:
s, t # G
:t&1(xs)et, s&1t (6.5)
where xs # R (see Lemma 2.1(vi) of [32]). The hypothesis that each :t
(t{e) is an outer automorphism implies that M is a factor. With the
above notation we have:
Corollary 6.4. Let PB(K) be an arbitrary separably acting type II1
factor. Then
Hn(P M, P M)=0, n2. (6.6)
Proof. Fix a masa BR$B(H). Then W*(R, B) is type I since its
commutant is B. From (6.5) it is clear that B1 commutes with M in
B(Hl2(G)). Now M contains an isomorphic copy R1 of R consisting of
operators of the form
:
t # G
:t&1(x)et, t , x # R, (6.7)
and W*(R1 , B1)B(Hl2(G)) is generated by operators of the form
:
t # G
:t&1(x) bet, t , x # R, b # B. (6.8)
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Thus W*(R1 , B1) is contained in the set of operators of the form
:
t # G
yt et, t , yt # W*(R, B). (6.9)
It follows from (6.8) and (6.9) that any central projection of W*(R1 , B1)
may be written t # G zt et, t , where zt # B, since B is the center of W*(R, B).
Thus a non-type I central summand in W*(R1 , B1) would lead to a
non-type I central summand in W*(R, B) by compression to one of the
(t, t) positions. We have already noted that W*(R, B) is type I , and we
conclude that W*(R1 , B1) is also of this type. By Theorem 2.9(i),
1W*(R1 , B1) norms B(KHl2(G)), and in particular norms
P M. Since 1B1(P M)$, Proposition 4.1 of [33] allows us to
conclude that 1R1 norms P M.
Unitaries in R1 and unitaries of the form *s=t # G 1et, s&1t # M both
normalize R1 , and these together generate M. Any unitary in P normalizes
1R1 , so the normalizer of 1R1 in P M generates P M. Fix a
hyperfinite subfactor S of P with trivial relative commutant, [26]. In
order to apply Theorem 6.1 (3) to the inclusion 1R1 S R1 P M,
proving the corollary, it only remains to show that R1 has trivial relative
commutant in M, since then S R1 has trivial relative commutant in
P M. But this is Corollary 4.1.9 of [38]. K
We now turn to the projection problem mentioned at the beginning of
the section.
Theorem 6.5. Let MB(H) be a separably acting type II1 factor and
suppose that M has a norming hyperfinite subfactor R. If there exists a bounded
projection ,: B(H)  M, then M is injective.
Proof. The hyperfinite subalgebra R contains a strongly dense UHF
subalgebra A, which in turn is norm-generated by an amenable group G
of unitaries. Let : B(H)  M be the projection obtained from averaging
u*,(utv) v* over unitaries u, v # G, where t # B(H). Then  is A-bimodular.
By Lemma 2.3 (ii), A norms M, so  is completely bounded by Theorem 2.10.
The result now follows from [5]. K
Remark 6.6. From the previous results of this section, the hypotheses
of Theorem 6.5 are satisfied if M has a Cartan subalgebra or is the crossed
product of the hyperfinite type II1 factor by a countable group. The same
is true for the various tensor products appearing above, but here the
conclusion has already been obtained for all tensor products of type II1
factors in [5]. This latter result can be easily shown by our norming sub-
algebra techniques. This approach is different from the original proof but
does not improve upon it, so we omit the details.
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